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Abstract. We propose a new approach to dynamic adaptation, based
on the combination of adaptation hooks provided by the adaptable application specifying where adaptation can happen, and adaptation rules
external to the application, specifying when and how adaptation can be
performed. We discuss diﬀerent design choices that have to be considered
when using such an approach, and then we propose a possible solution.
We describe the solution in details, we apply it to a sample scenario and
we implement it on top of the language Jolie.

1

Introduction

Adaptation, evolvability and reconﬁguration are hot topics today. Adaptable
systems change their behavior, reconﬁgure their structure and evolve over time
reacting to changes in the operating conditions, so to always meet users’ expectations [3]. This is fundamental since those systems live in distributed and
mobile devices, such as mobile phones, PDAs, laptops, etc., thus their environment may change frequently. Also, user goals and needs may change dynamically,
and systems should adapt accordingly, without intervention from technicians.
To achieve the required degree of ﬂexibility, diﬀerent research groups have proposed frameworks for programming more adaptable applications [1,13,20,17,23].
For instance, the application code may include constraints on the environment
conditions or on the user behavior, and may specify how to change the application logic if those constraints are violated [5]. This approach is called built-in
adaptation, and allows to adapt the application if the conditions change in some
expected way. However, since the adaptation logic is hard-wired into the application, it is not possible to adapt to unforeseen changes in the operating
conditions. Dynamic adaptation instead aims at adapting the system to unexpected changes [4]. Dynamic adaptation is challenging since information on the
update to be performed is not known at application development time.
We propose a new approach to dynamic adaptation, based on the separation between the application and the adaptation speciﬁcation. An adaptable
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Table 1. List of possible (Travelling) domain activities
Activity

Functional Parameters

Non-functional
Parameters
Activity Name Number
Source
Destination
Time
Cost
Take Train IC2356 Bologna Train Station Trento Train Station 2 h 41 m 20 euros
Take Bus
13
Trento Train Station
Univ. of Trento
30 m
1 euro
Take Taxi
25
Trento Train Station
Univ. of Trento
10 m 15 euros
Go To Meeting
Bob’s House
Univ. of Trento
4h
50 euros

application should provide some adaptation hooks, i.e. information on part of its
structure and its behavior. The adaptation logic should be developed separately,
for instance as a set of adaptation rules, by some adaptation engineer, and can be
created/changed after the application has been deployed without aﬀecting the
running application. Adaptation should be enacted by an adaptation manager,
possibly composed by diﬀerent adaptation servers. At runtime, the adaptation
manager should check the environment conditions and the user needs, control
whether some adaptation rule has to be applied to the application, and exploit
the adaptation hooks provided by the application to reconﬁgure it.
We describe now a scenario that will be used to validate our proposal.
1.1

Travelling Scenario

Consider Bob travelling from Bologna to University of Trento for a meeting. He
may have on his mobile phone an application instructing him about what to
do, taking care of the related tasks. A set of possible tasks are in Table 1. For
instance, the activity Take Train connects to the information system of Bologna
train station to buy the train ticket. It also instructs Bob to take the train.
Assume that such an application has been developed for adaptation. This
means that its adaptation interface speciﬁes that some of the activities are adaptable. Each adaptable activity has a few parameters, e.g. Number specifying the
code of the train, bus or taxi to be taken, Source specifying the desired leaving
place and Destination specifying the desired arrival place, all visible from the
adaptation interface. Also, a few non-functional parameters for the activities
may be speciﬁed as Time and Cost. We show now a few examples of adaptation.
Example 1. When Bob arrives to Bologna train station, its Travelling application connects to the adaptation server of the train station. Assume that a new
“FrecciaRossa”(Italian high speed train) connection has been activated from
Bologna to Trento providing a connection with Time=1 h 23 m and Cost=32
euros. This is reﬂected by the existence of an adaptation rule specifying that
all the applications providing an activity Take Train for a train for which the
new connection is possible may be adapted. Adaptation may depend on Bob’s
preferences for comparing the old implementation and the new one, or may be
forced if, for instance, the old connection is no more available. In case adaptation has to be performed, the new code for the activity is sent by the adaptation
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server to the application, and replaced as new deﬁnition of activity Take Train.
Thus Bob can immediately exploit the new high speed connection, which was
not expected when the application has been created.
Example 2. Suppose that the train from Bologna to Trento is one hour late.
Bob mobile phone may have an adaptation server taking care of adapting all
Bob’s applications to changing environment conditions. The adaptation server
will be notiﬁed about the train being late, and it may include an adaptation rule
specifying that if Bob is late on his travel, he can take a taxi instead of arriving
to the University by bus. The adaptation rule thus replaces the activity Take
Bus of the travelling application with a new activity Take Taxi.
Example 3. Suppose that the train from Bologna to Trento is cancelled and
there is no other train to reach Trento. Bob receives this event from the train
station information system. The unique way to reach Trento is thus to rent a car
(i.e., a Rent a Car activity) from his house. Bob’s adaptation server provides
adaptation rules specifying that if a resource needed by the activity Go To
Meeting is not available, the whole activity has to be replaced by a diﬀerent one.
Again, adaptation depends on Bob’s preferences for choosing the best oﬀer from
various car rental proposals. The code of the chosen one is sent by the adaptation
manager to the application, and replaced for the Go To Meeting activity.
1.2

Overview

Both the described Travelling scenario and the technical solution that we propose can be applied to applications written in any language, e.g. Java, C++ or
even BPEL. Thus we will discuss the general aspects in a language-independent
setting, then move to more and more concrete settings to deal with aspects
more related to the implementation. We will validate our approach using the
Travelling scenario in Section 1.1 and the Jolie [16] language.
The main contributions of this paper are:
– the description of an approach able to realize the scenario;
– a discussion of diﬀerent design choices for the realization of the approach;
– JoRBA (Jolie Rule-Based Adaptation framework), a proof-of-concept implementation based on the language Jolie.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the rulebased approach that we propose to realize dynamic adaptation. In Section 3
we introduce the algorithm for enacting dynamic adaptations and we put it at
work on the Travelling scenario. Section 4 describes JoRBA, a proof-of-concept
implementation of our adaptation mechanisms based upon the Jolie language.
The paper concludes with related works and conclusions.

2

A Rule-Based Approach to Dynamic Adaptation

In this section we discuss a possible solution for implementing the scenario described in Section 1.1. Our approach can be applied to applications developed
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using any language, provided that (i) the application exposes the desired adaptation interface and (ii) the application is able to support the code mobility
mechanism necessary for performing adaptation. In Section 4 we will show how
this can be done for instance in the case of Jolie, a language for programming
service-oriented applications.
Thus we want to build an adaptable application using some language L and
following our approach to dynamic adaptation. The application must expose a
set of adaptable domain activities (or, simply, activities) {Ai }i∈I , together with
some additional information. Activities Ai are the ones that may require to be
updated to adapt the application to changes in the operating conditions. While
it is necessary to guess where adaptation may be possible, it is not necessary to
know at the application development time which actual conditions will trigger
the adaptation, and which kind of adaptation should be performed.
The adaptable application will interact with an adaptation manager, possibly
implemented as a set of adaptation servers, providing the adaptation rules. More
precisely, it provides a set of rules {Rj }j∈J , each of them specifying a possible
adaptation. The environment has full control over the set of rules {Rj }j∈J , and
may change them at any time, regardless of the state of the running applications.
Each such rule R includes a description DR of the activity to be adapted, an
applicability condition cR specifying when the rule is applicable, the new code
PR of the activity, the set VR of variables required by the activity, and some
information N FR on the non-functional properties of the activity.
At runtime, rule R is matched against application activity A to ﬁnd out
whether adaptation is possible/required. In particular:
– the description of the activity to be adapted in the rule (i.e., DR ) should be
compatible with the description of the activity DA in the application;
– the applicability condition cR should evaluate to true; the applicability condition may refer to both variables of the adaptation manager and variables
published by the adaptation interface of the application;
– the non-functional properties N FR guaranteed by the new code provided by
the adaptation rule should be better than the ones guaranteed by the old
implementation, according to some user speciﬁed policy;
– the variables VR required by the new code PR should be a subset of the
variables provided by the application for the activity.
If all these conditions are satisﬁed then adaptation can be performed, i.e.
the new code of the activity should be sent by the adaptation manager to the
application, and installed by the application replacing the old one. Since the
update may also inﬂuence the state, we also allow the adaptation rule to specify
a state update for the adaptable application.
Even if the approach presented so far is quite simple, a few technical decisions
have to be taken to implement it in practice. We consider them below.
When is the applicability of rules checked?
We have two kinds of approaches to this problem: either adaptation is application-triggered, or it is manager-triggered.
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If the adaptation is application-triggered then the application asks the adaptation manager to check whether activities have to be adapted. Applicationtriggered approaches ensure that updates are performed when they are more
needed, and are best suited when the required updates strongly depend on the
application state. There are three main possibilities:
On Initialization: when the application starts, it checks its environment for
updates. This approach allows to build conﬁgurable applications, which
adapt themselves to the environment where they are deployed. However,
they do not react to changes in the environment occurring after start-up.
On Wait: when the application is idle, it checks for possible adaptations. This
can be useful if the updates are particularly time-consuming.
On Activity Enter: when the application is about to enter a new activity, it
checks whether some update for the activity to be executed is available. This
is the most useful pattern, since activity enter is the last point in time when
adaptation is possible. In this way one is guaranteed that the most updated
implementation of the activity is executed. We do not deal with adaptation
of ongoing activities, since this will require to consider how to adapt the state
and the point of execution according to the current state of the activity. We
leave the issue for future work.
Dually, adaptation can also be manager-triggered, i.e. the adaptation manager decides when to check whether applications need to be adapted. Managertriggered approaches are best suited for adaptations that do not depend on the
state of the application. Three approaches dual to the ones above are possible:
On Registration: when an application enters the range of an adaptation server, it registers onto the adaptation server itself, and rules are checked for
applicability. This allows location adaptation, i.e. it allows to adapt mobile
applications to the diﬀerent environments they move in.
At Time Intervals: at ﬁxed points in time, applicability of rules is checked for
all the applications in the range. This allows to ensure that applications are
updated within a predeﬁned time bound.
On Rule Update: each time a new rule is added to the adaptation server, it
is checked for applicability. This ensures that new rules are applied as soon
as possible. This is useful for instance to update mobile applications before
they leave the range of an adaptation server. The On Registration and On
Rule Update approaches combined allow one to perform all the adaptations
that are state-independent with the smallest possible number of checks.
The two kinds of approaches can be combined for maximal ﬂexibility.
How to choose the order of application of rules?
Diﬀerent rules may be applicable to the same activity at the same time. In
this case the choice of which rule to apply ﬁrst may change the time required
for performing adaptation, or even the ﬁnal result. For instance, if two updates
enhance the same non-functional property, the best one will make the other
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superﬂuous. In case of updates that do not inﬂuence the applicability of each
other, only the last one will aﬀect the ﬁnal behavior.
Non-deterministic Update: updates are applied in non-deterministic order.
This is the simplest possibility, in particular for distributed implementations.
In fact, an application can be in the range of diﬀerent adaptation servers, and
this policy does not require them to synchronize (but for mutual exclusion
during the updates). However this policy is applicable only in some cases,
and may lead to troubles in others. Essentially, this approach is applicable
when the order of application of the rules does not change the ﬁnal result. A
general analysis of when this approach is applicable is left for future work.
Priority Update: adaptation rules can be given a priority (static or dynamic):
if many rules apply, the one with highest priority is applied ﬁrst, and this
forbids later applications of rules with lower priority. This approach guarantees that the smallest number of updates is performed, but it requires to
check all the rules for applicability, and its distributed implementation is
quite diﬃcult. Some simpliﬁcations of the priority mechanism may be implemented in a more easy way. For instance, if one allows to apply rules in
a random order, but does not want the eﬀect of high priority rules to be
reverted by low priority rules, it is enough to include priority of the adaptation rule as most signiﬁcant factor in the non-functional properties, and
to use the non-deterministic approach. Priority can also be applied only for
rules managed by the same adaptation server, using the non-deterministic
approach for rules of diﬀerent servers. Sequential Update, where rules are
ordered, is a particular case of priority update, where priority coincides with
the position of the rule in the order.
Why is the application of an adaptation rule needed?
There are two classes of rules, and they have to be treated in diﬀerent ways:
Corrective Rules: these rules take care of adapting the application when the
current implementation is not viable in the current conditions; this is, e.g.,
the case of Example 3 in the Introduction, where the train has been cancelled.
These rules will be identiﬁed thanks to a compulsory ﬂag set to true, and they
will be applied regardless of the non-functional properties of the previous
available implementation.
Enhancing Rules: these rules enhance an existing activity which may however work; this may for instance change the non-functional properties of the
activity, or provide new functionalities. These rules are identiﬁed since their
compulsory ﬂag is set to false, and they are applied only if the non-functional
properties of the activity described by the rule are better than the ones of the
previous activity according to the user-speciﬁed preferences. Even if the update does not involve (only) the non-functional behavior, the same approach
can be used, since a version number can be added to the non-functional
properties and used to distinguish the diﬀerent levels of functionalities.
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Algorithm and Example

In this section we formalize the algorithm for applying the adaptation rules, and
discuss the example in more detail.
As we have seen, our adaptation framework is composed by two main interacting parts: a set of adaptable applications, each one exposing an adaptation
interface, and an adaptation manager providing a set of adaptation rules.
Definition 1 (Adaptable application). An adaptable application is an application exposing an adaptation interface (defined in more detail below) defining
its set of domain activities and the public part of its state, and providing functionalities for accessing the public part of its state and for replacing its domain
activities with external activities.
Thus, the main feature of an adaptable application is its adaptation interface.
Definition 2 (Adaptation interface). The adaptation interface of an application A is a set of quadruples DA , VA , N FA , COM PA , one for each domain
activity A, where DA is a description of the activity, VA its set of public variables,
N FA the values of non-functional properties provided by the current implementation, and COM PA a boolean function that given two sets of non-functional
values decides which one is more desirable.
The description DA of the activity may have diﬀerent forms. The only requirement is that it must be possible to check two descriptions for compatibility. We
assume to this end a function M AT CH, returning true if the two descriptions
match, f alse otherwise. For instance, one can consider as part of the description
of each activity its goal in the sense of [22], and assume that two descriptions
are compatible if the goal is the same. We will consider more complex deﬁnitions
of activity compatibility in future work.
The set VA in the adaptation interface contains the names of the public variables of the activity. They are used both to evaluate the applicability condition
of the adaptation, which may depend on the current state of the application,
and for the activity code to access the state of the whole application.
The set N FA describes the non-functional properties of the activity A. It
is a set of labelled values, one for each non-functional dimension. Examples of
these dimensions can be ExecutionTime, Cost, SecurityLevel, and others. The
set N FA can be used also for more general purposes, including dimensions such
as Priority and CodeVersion.
Function COM PA describes the user preferences concerning the non-functional properties of the activity. In particular, given two sets of non-functional
properties, it checks which is the most desirable one. This function depends on
the user preferences, thus it must be part of the starting application.
In the following we show examples of the adaptation interfaces of some activities introduced in Table 1.
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Example 4 (Take Train Activity). The adaptation interface of the activity Take
Train is a quadruple, deﬁned as:
DT akeT rain , {N umber, Source, Destination},
{T ime = 161m, Cost = 20euros}, COM PT akeT rain 
Here DT akeT rain is a description of an activity for going from Source to Destination using train number Number. These last are also the variables in the public
interface of the activity. The actual values of those variables, which in this case
are Source=Bologna, Destination=Trento and Number=IC2356, are retrieved at
runtime from the state of the application. The third component describes the
non-functional properties. In this case we have two dimensions, Time, describing the time required for the travel (in minutes) and Cost, describing the cost of
the ticket (in euros). Finally, COM PT akeT rain is a function expressing the user
preferences. For instance, given two pairs T ime1 , Cost1  and T ime2 , Cost2  it
may return true (i.e., adaptation will improve) if T ime2 < T ime1 (i.e., the new
solution is faster) and (Cost2 − Cost1 )/(T ime1 − T ime2 ) < 0, 3, i.e. each saved
minute costs less than 30 cents.
Example 5 (Go To Meeting Activity). The adaptation interface of the activity
Go To Meeting is a quadruple, deﬁned as:
DGoT oMeeting , {Resources, Source, Destination},
{T ime = 240m, Cost = 50euros}, COM PGoT oMeeting 
Here DGoT oMeeting is a description of an activity for going from Source (Bob’s
House) to Destination (University of Trento) using resources described by variable Resources (train IC2356, bus 13). These last are also the variables in the
public interface of the activity. The time required is 4 hours while the cost is 50
euros. Finally, COM PGoT oMeeting is a function expressing the user preferences.
The other component of our framework is the adaptation manager. It includes a
state, which may be used to check the environment conditions (e.g., time, temperature, etc.), and the set of adaptation rules, one for each possible adaptation.
It may be implemented in a distributed way as a set of adaptation servers.
Definition 3 (Adaptation Manager). An adaptation manager ρ is a pair
Vρ , Rρ  where Vρ is a set of variables and Rρ a set of rules.
Each rule R in Rρ has the form DR , cR  PR (SR , VR , N FR , CFR ) where:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

DR is a description of an activity,
cR is a boolean expression,
PR is a program,
SR is a state update,
VR is the set of variables required by PR to work,
N FR is the set of non-functional properties guaranteed by PR , and
CFR is the compulsory flag specifying whether the adaptation is compulsory.
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DR describes the set of activities the rule can be applied to. This will be compared to the description DA of the activity to be adapted. Condition cR is the
applicability condition for the rule: a boolean condition evaluated over the set
of variables of the adaptation manager and the set of public variables of the
activity. If this evaluates to true then the rule can be applied. PR is the new
code for the activity. PR may use the public variables of the activity. SR is a
state update. Upon adaptation some values in the application state may require
to be updated to reﬂect the change (see Example 6). VR is the set of public variables expected by the new activity PR . Finally, N FR is the set of non-functional
properties that will be provided by the new implementation PR and CFR the
compulsory ﬂag, specifying whether the update is compulsory or not.
Example 6. The Example 1 in the Introduction can be implemented by:
DR , N umber = IC2356  PR ({N umber = F R82},
{N umber, Source, Destination}, {T ime = 83m, Cost = 32euros}, f alse)
where the description DR matches with DA . Here the applicability condition
cR is just N umber = IC2356, i.e. we assume to have such a rule for each
train that could be replaced by a diﬀerent connection, and that the train number is enough to identify it. If adaptation has to be performed, then the new
code PR will be installed, for booking and taking the FrecciaRossa train. In
this case, the state will be updated by setting N umber to F R82, the number
of the FrecciaRossa train (it is not enough to add an assignment to PR , since
in this last case the state update will be executed only when the new activity
will be scheduled). The new activity will require to exploit the public variables
{N umber, Source, Destination} and will guarantee as new non-functional properties {T ime = 83m, Cost = 32euros}. Since the old train connection is still
available, this update is not compulsory (i.e., the compulsory ﬂag is set to false).
When Bob enters the train station and its Travelling application registers to the
adaptation server of the train station (if the On Registration approach is used),
or before the activity Take Train is started (if the On Activity Enter approach
is used), or at some other point in time (depending on the used approach), the
check for adaptation is performed according to the algorithm in Table 1. We
show now how Algorithm 1 is applied to Example 1.
1. the description DR in the rule is matched with the description DT akeT rain
of the activity using function M AT CH; the two description matches;
2. it is checked whether the public variables of the application are enough for
running the new code, i.e. whether VR ⊆ VA ;
3. the applicability condition N umber = IC2356 is evaluated; this holds;
4. the compulsory ﬂag CFR is checked; we assume here that it is false, i.e. the
old train connection is still available;
6. the non-functional properties of the new implementation are compared with
the old ones, i.e. COM PT akeT rain (161, 11, 83, 32) is computed; this evaluates to true.
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Algorithm 1. Rule matching algorithm
Require: Activity deﬁnition DA , VA , N FA , COM PA , rule deﬁnition DR , cR 
(SR , VR , N FR , CFR ), adaptation manager state Vρ
1: if M AT CH(DR , DA ) == true then
2:
if VR ⊆ VA then
3:
if cR (VA , Vρ ) then
4:
if CFR == true then
5:
return true
6:
else if COM PA (N FA , N FR ) == true then
7:
return true
8:
else
9:
return false
10:
end if
11:
end if
12:
end if
13: end if

After these checks have been performed and succeeded, adaptation has to be
performed. This requires the following steps:
1. the adaptation server sends the new code PR to the application, which replaces the old code of the activity PA ;
2. the adaptation interface of the application is updated, with the new nonfunctional properties N FR replacing the old non-functional properties N FA ;
3. the state of the application is updated by setting variable N umber to F R82,
the number of the FrecciaRossa train.
The ﬁrst step is the more tricky, since the new code PR needs to be sent
from the adaptation server to the application and integrated with the rest of
the application. For instance, it should be able to exploit the public variables
of the application. To show how this issue can be solved, and how the whole
approach can be applied in practice in a service-oriented setting we move in the
next section to a practical example.

4

Dynamic Adaptation in Service-Oriented Applications

In this section we describe JoRBA (Jolie Rule-Based Adaptation framework), a
proof-of-concept implementation of our adaptation mechanisms based upon the
Jolie (Java Orchestration Language Interpreter Engine) language. Jolie [16,11] is
a full-ﬂedged programming language based upon the service-oriented programming paradigm, suited for rapid prototyping of service-oriented applications.
The service-oriented paradigm oﬀers an easy way to model loosely coupled
interactions such as the ones between our adaptation manager and the adaptable applications interacting with it. As such, each adaptation server oﬀers a
set of public interfaces that the adaptable applications can exploit in order to
check when and whether adaptation is needed and to apply it. We have chosen
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Jolie since it oﬀers native primitives that are based upon the service-oriented
paradigm, which simplify the implementation of the complex interactions required by our approach. For instance, the use of dynamic embedding has been
fundamental to perform the replacement of activities during adaptation. Embedding is a Jolie mechanism that allows for the creation of private instances of
services. Jolie allows to embed new services at runtime.
Jolie is an open source project released under the LGPL license, whose reference implementation is an interpreter written in the Java language.
The Jolie language takes inspiration from both sequential languages and concurrent calculi. It includes in fact assignments, if-then-else, while and other statements with a syntax similar to those, e.g., of C and Java, but it also provides
parallel composition as a native operator and allows message passing communications by means of its One-Way and Request-Response communication patterns,
inspired by WSDL [24] and WS-BPEL [18]. Jolie allows to easily manipulate
structured data such as trees and XML-like structures. In fact, Jolie variables
are labelled trees, where nodes can be added and removed dynamically.
4.1

JoRBA Architecture

We describe now the overall architecture of JoRBA, the Jolie prototype implementing the approach for dynamic adaptation described in the paper. For
simplicity, JoRBA is based on the On Activity Enter approach for triggering
adaptations, and on the Sequential approach for rule order. JoRBA includes
both an adaptation manager composed by diﬀerent distributed adaptation
servers and a general skeleton for adaptable applications (together with a sample
instance). JoRBA and the implementation of the Travelling scenario are available at [12]. The overall architecture of JoRBA is represented in Fig. 1 using a
Collaboration Diagram (see [6]) and described below.
The adaptation server is composed by two roles: AdaptationManager and
AdaptationServer. An AdaptationServer handles a set of adaptation rules and
their related functionalities. We allow for many AdaptationServer instances to
run simultaneously coordinated by the AdaptationManager service. The AdaptationManager service is also responsible for managing a global state, including
information on the environment conditions, and handling requests coming from
the adaptable applications.
The adaptable applications are implemented as Client services, which implement the behavior of the application relying on two other services for managing
the adaptation mechanisms:
– ActivityManager: handles the execution of adaptable activities; in particular
it provides an operation run to execute an adaptable activity when requested
by Client; since JoRBA is based on the On Activity Enter approach,
before starting the execution of the activity the ActivityManager invokes
the AdaptationManager service to look for updates;
– State: manages the state of the application and allows the adaptation manager (as well as the application code itself) for accessing it when needed.
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Fig. 1. Collaboration Diagram of JoRBA

Client services can easily be implemented by extending the AbstractClient deﬁnition, and complementing it with the user-deﬁned behavior of the application.
More speciﬁcally, the client application must include the AbstractClient.iol
ﬁle, which in turn embeds the ActivityManager and State services. The code
of the application should initialize the public variables by interacting with the
private State service. Also, activities should be deﬁned in separate ﬁles and executed by calling the run operation of the private ActivityManager service.
Whenever a Client service invokes the AdaptationManager service via the
ActivityManager, the AdaptationManager queries all the registered AdaptationServer services in sequential order. When an AdaptationServer starts, it registers itself to the AdaptationManager service, and initialize itself. In particular, it
scans its rules subdirectory for rule deﬁnitions. Each rule is deﬁned as a service
extending the AbstractRule.iol ﬁle. Each rule should deﬁne three procedures:
– dataInit: initializes the data structure with the information concerning the
rule, including a reference to the new code for the activity;
– onEvaluateConstraint: implements the applicability condition c;
– onGetStateUpdate: speciﬁes the state update for the client.
Upon invocation, each AdaptationServer service scans its rules in sequential
order, checking if each of them is applicable using Algorithm 1. The implementation of this algorithm relies on Matcher, an internal auxiliary service that
implements the MATCH function for comparing the activity description with
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the corresponding description in the rule. In the current implementation the
Matcher service just performs an equality check between the two descriptions,
however one can easily reﬁne it by implementing his preferred matching policy.
The AdaptationServer interacts with the states of the AdaptationManager and
of the Client to get the values necessary for checking the applicability conditions. It also interacts with the ActivityManager of the Client for checking if the
non-functional properties provided by the new activity are better than the ones
provided by the current activity, according to the user-speciﬁed policies (which
are encoded in the Comparator service embedded by the ActivityManager). If
all the checks succeed then the AdaptationServer updates the State of the Client
with the new values speciﬁed by the adapted activity and, ﬁnally, sends back to
the invoking ActivityManager the updated code for the activity. The latter is
dynamically embedded by the ActivityManager, replacing thus the old code. A
sample execution of the Travelling scenario implemented using JoRBA can be
found in Appendix A.

5

Related Works and Conclusions

Most of the approaches to adaptation found in the literature concern builtin adaptation, i.e. the adaptation logic is completely speciﬁed at design time.
They concentrate on how to specify adaptation mechanisms and adaptable applications, exploiting diﬀerent tools. For instance, the speciﬁcation may be performed by extending standard notations (such as BPEL [18]) with adaptationspeciﬁc tools [13], using event-condition-action like rules [2,7], variability modeling [10] or aspect-oriented approaches [14]. Other works extend Software Architectures [19] to deal with adaptation, giving rise to Dynamic Software Architectures (DSAs) [15,8]. Other approaches to built-in adaptation instead deﬁne
novel languages to specify structural reconﬁguration aspects [9,15,21], that have
been proposed with the objective of architecture-based dynamic adaptations.
There is a main diﬀerence between the proposals listed above and ours, since
their adaptation logics are hard-wired into the application and deﬁned at designtime, while we separate the running application from the adaptation logic, allowing to create and update the latter after application deployment (i.e., at
runtime).
In the literature there are however proposals of frameworks for dynamic adaptation, all featuring an adaptation manager separated from the application. We
will compare with them below, considering the following aspects: (i) whether
the set of adaptation rules can be created and modiﬁed during the execution of
the application; (ii) whether the choice of which rule to apply is static or dynamic; (iii) whether adaptation is aimed at changing the functionalities of the
application or (iv) optimizing the non-functional properties. The results of the
comparison are depicted in Table 2. Notably, all the listed approaches are in the
service-oriented ﬁeld.
In [20] the authors consider the problem of adapting the application by replacing malfunctioning services at runtime. The adaptation rule is ﬁxed at design time, but it is dynamically applied by a manager component that monitors
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Table 2. Features of frameworks for dynamic adaptation
Framework

Dynamic adaptation Dynamic rule Functional Non-functional
rules
selection
improvement optimization
Spanoudakis et al.[20]
–
+
+
+
Narendra et al.[17]
–
+
–
+
METEOR-S[23]
–
–
–
+
PAWS[1]
–
+
+
+
Our framework
+
+
+
+

functional and non-functional properties, creates queries for discovering malfunctioning services and replaces them with dynamically discovered replacements.
[17] proposes an aspect-oriented approach for runtime optimization of nonfunctional QoS measures. Here aspects replace our adaptation rules. They are
statically deﬁned, but dynamically selected.
The METEOR-S framework [23] supports dynamic reconﬁguration of processes, based on constraints referring to several QoS dimensions. Reconﬁguration
is performed essentially at deployment-time.
PAWS [1] is a framework for ﬂexible and adaptive execution of web servicebased applications. At design-time, ﬂexibility is achieved through a number of
mechanisms, i.e., identifying a set of candidate services for each process task,
negotiating QoS, specifying quality constraints, and identifying mapping rules
for invoking services with diﬀerent interfaces. The runtime engine exploits the
design-time mechanisms to support adaptation during process execution, in
terms of selecting the best set of services to execute the process, reacting to
a service failure, or preserving the execution when a context change occurs.
As can be seen, there is a lot of work on dynamic adaptation, but still lot
of space for improvements. Some of our directions for future work have been
already cited throughout the paper. For instance, we want to update running
activities, preserving their state. This requires to put more information in the
adaptation interface of applications. We also want to apply our approach outside the service-oriented area, where most of the approaches are, moving to the
object-oriented paradigm. Finally, we want to deﬁne type systems on rules and
on adaptable activities to guarantee that during all the evolution some basic
properties (e.g., security, deadlock freeness,. . . ) are preserved.
Acknowledgments. Authors thank the anonymous reviewers for valuable comments and suggestions.
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The Travelling Scenario in Jolie

The JoRBA prototype [12] includes not only the basic services implementing
the adaptation manager and the skeleton for adaptable applications described

Fig. 2. Screenshot of prototype execution
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in Section 4, but it also contains the sample Travelling application described in
the examples presented throughout the paper and a few adaptation servers.
The main application has an adaptation interface including three diﬀerent
activities: the main activity Go To Meeting and the two subactivities Take Train
and Take Bus. A sample execution is in Figure 2.
The client is executing in the bottom console. First the activity Go To Meeting
is entered. The adaptation manager looks for updates, but there is no update
matching this activity (as can be seen from the adaptation server console, in
the top part of the ﬁgure). When the activity Take Train is started instead, two
matching rules are found. All the checks are performed. The ﬁrst one is discarded
because of non-functional properties that do not satisfy user preferences. The
second one instead is applied. Later on updates are checked also for activity
TakeBus. The only update available is not applied because of the non-functional
properties.

